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for instance, to what extent is it due to good harvests,
and what is the measure of stabilization of the new system
of collectivized agriculture, as a guarantee against the
old dependence on the crop of the year. But there is,
anyhow, at this time nothing to suggest such a reaction.
In the Museum of the Revolution, an admirably planned
historical summary of popular movements from the
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries down to the present
moment, I saw in one of the last rooms a caricature
which I should much like to reproduce. The bourgeois,
with the traditional top-hat and cigar, hears of the Five
Year Plan, and expresses his incredulity ; in the next
picture, he is looking up with a rather bored interest and
the word : " Indeed ! " and in the third, the top-hat
and cigar are gone, and he is exclaiming : " Well,
really ! " The makers of the plan are entitled to this
satisfaction.
So much for the present; but when one looks at the
plans for the future, some of which are already nearly
completed, one can see what immense attraction they
must have for any young and vigorous mind seeking a
scope for active work. None of the many interesting
museums is, perhaps, so enthralling as the " Exhibition
of Construction " on the western outskirts of Moscow.
A glance at a map of European and Asiatic Russia,
which lights up as it is explained to the listener, shows
some ninety-seven new towns, of which a whole number
lie in an area till then entirely neglected, the Kuznetsk
Basin in the neighbourhood of Tashkent at the back of
India. Industry in the Urals alone, which were always
one of the chief industrial areas of Russia, has increased
fivefold. Colossal plans of new towns, already largely

